
TCIHL New Parents Guide 
 

Buying Gear 
 

• Helmet: Buy a hockey helmet with a face shield.  Most helmets are adjustable with a screwdriver.  

Used helmets are fine as long as the padding is intact and all of the buckles function properly. 
 

• Shoulder pads/chest protector: You can buy a padded chest protector (which looks like a shirt with 

soft padding built into it), or ice hockey shoulder pads.  Either one should last until your child 

outgrows it.  Used is fine. 
 

• Elbow pads: Get elbow pads made for hockey.  Used is fine. 
 

• Gloves: Get gloves made for hockey.  If you buy new, be careful with sizing.  Size numbers mean very 

different things for different hockey gear companies. 
 

• Girdle/Ice Hockey Pants: You have a couple of options.  You can buy a girdle made for roller hockey.  

These are like shorts with soft pads built in.  You can also buy ice hockey pants if your child plays 

both roller and ice.  Ice hockey pants are like shorts with hard pads built in.  The roller hockey girdle 

has better padding for falls on concrete.  Either way, it should last for years as long as your child 

wears roller hockey pants over top of them. 
 

• Cup: Many roller hockey girdles include a built-in cup.  If your child’s does not, you need to buy a 

cup.  The best ones to get are like biker shorts with cup built in.  If your child also plays ice hockey, 

get the kind that has Velcro tabs for attaching hockey socks. 
 

• Roller hockey pants: Concrete destroys roller hockey pants.  Get cheap pants, then reinforce the 

knees with duct tape on the inside and outside.  If you do this, they will last a long time.  If not, they 

will be completely shredded in about two weeks. 
 

• Shin guards: There’s not much difference between cheap and expensive shin guards.  These should 

last for years, and get passed down to younger children when they’re outgrown. 
 

• Skates: Get hockey skates with medium-soft wheels (about 76-80 durometer).  As opposed to Roller 

Blades, hockey skates lace up tighter, tend to have a shorter wheel base (making them easier to 

maneuver), and generally have softer wheels, which make it easier to turn and stop.  If you buy used 

skates, check the wheels for wear, particularly on the front wheels.  Replacement wheels can cost 

almost half the price of new skates.  Hockey skate sizes are generally a full size larger than shoe sizes 

(so for example, if you wear a size 10 shoe, you will wear a size 9 skate). 
 

• Stick: Get a new wooden stick with an ABS blade (the ABS blade will gradually wear down on the 

concrete surface of the rink; wooden blades tend to splinter).  This should cost about $20 new and 

should last one or two seasons. 
 

• Pucks: Not a requirement, but a good thing to have for practicing in the garage, in the driveway, or 

when you come down to MLK on your own time.  The league uses Sonic inline pucks, but any similar 

roller hockey puck will work.  Recommend putting your name on it so it doesn’t accidentally get 

swept up into a coach’s set of practice pucks. 
 

• Equipment Bag: Not a requirement, but highly recommended.  The kind with wheels are very handy. 



Gear Maintenance 
 

• Skate wheels:  

o Ensure that bearings are tight.  Occasionally they work themselves loose and a wheel falls 

off.  Then you spend a long time searching around the rink for a lost bearing.   

o Check the wear on the wheels regularly.  When the inside of the front wheels start to get 

worn, rotate the wheels so that the outside edge is now on the inside.  Be careful when 

rotating the wheels that you keep them in the right order—many skates have larger wheels 

in the back than in the front. 
 

• Drying gear: Put your child’s sweaty gear out to dry as soon as you get home from a practice or 

game—DO NOT LEAVE IT IN THE BAG!!!!  If you leave it in the bag until the next practice/game, it 

will stink to high heaven. 
 

• Cleaning gear: Cleaning with diluted bleach (follow the directions on the bottle) and drying in the 

sun usually gets most of the stink off if you forgot about the previous guideline. 

 

Where to Buy Gear 
 

• Play It Again Sports: Most hockey gear can be bought used at Play It Again Sports for about half 

price.  The Mira Mesa store has a large hockey section (the Vista store does not). 
 

• Hockey Tron: Excellent online source for discounted gear. 
 

• Hockey Monkey: Good online site.  They also have a store in Irvine if you want to see a lot of new 

hockey gear (and maybe have your child try stuff on before you buy it). 
 

• Hockey Giant: Another good online site. 

 

Practice:  Rink time is limited and valuable!  Be there so that your child can start practice on time!!!  

Some parents have their child dress at home before coming to the rink.  This helps prevent the child 

from forgetting important pieces of gear.  Some parents have their child dress at the rink.  This is fine, 

too.  Just make sure you arrive with enough time for your child to be ready to practice on time. 

 

Games:  You will find that hockey games are a lot more exciting for parents than, say, a baseball game.  

Even in the Mite division, many games are tight, back-and-forth contests that come down to the final 

minutes.  It’s a lot of fun, but we need to make sure that we keep the competition in perspective.  TCIHL 

is a family league, and we want all of the kids to have fun in a supportive environment.  We encourage 

parents to get to know all of the kids in the league, and cheer for the kids on both teams when they 

perform well (and even when they don’t).   

 

League Information 
 

• TCIHL Website:  All important league information will be posted on the website, including upcoming 

events, game schedules, game results, statistics, and announcements (including inclement weather 

plans and make-up games).  This is the first place to check any time you have a question. 
 

• TCIHL Facebook Page:  If you ‘like’ us on Facebook, we will forward updates on important league 

information to you. 
 



Shoot Right or Shoot Left? 
 

• Canadian Style:  Most kids in Canada are taught to play with their strong hand at the top of the stick.  

This means that a right-handed player will shoot left, and a left-handed player will shoot right.  

There are some significant advantages to playing this way.  A lot of the time, a player will hold the 

stick in one hand, using the hand on the top of the stick.  It feels a lot more comfortable if this is 

your strong hand.  On defense, a one-handed poke check (reaching out with the stick to poke the 

puck away from an opponent) is a lot easier if done with your strong hand.  There may be some 

disadvantage in shooting accuracy with this style, since the strong hand is not the guiding hand on 

the stick (although no Canadian would ever admit to it).   
 

• American Style:  Most kids in America are taught to play with their weak hand at the top of the stick, 

similar to how they would hold a baseball bat or golf club.  Thus a right-handed player shoots right 

and a left-handed player shoots left.  This just seems more natural to many parents and players, no 

matter what the Canadians say. 
 

• Your child can decide which way works best for him or her.  Just make sure that you get the correct 

stick for the way your child decides to shoot! 

 

Cutting and Taping the Stick 
 

• Cutting the Stick:  Most off-the-shelf sticks will be too long for your child, and need to be cut down 

to the appropriate size.   The stick should come to the bottom of the chin with skates on, and to the 

bottom of the nose with skates off.  Once cut to the appropriate size, the stick should be taped. 
 

• Taping the Stick:  As a general rule, you should tape the top of the stick (where the top hand goes), 

and the blade of the stick, but not the center of the stick where the lower hand slides back and 

forth.  Use hockey tape, which is available in an assortment of colors anywhere hockey gear is sold.  

Make a knob at the top of the stick with about ten rotations of the tape, then continue taping down 

the stick for six to eight inches.  This will give the top hand a good grip on the stick.  On the blade, 

you can start at either the heel or the toe and continue for the full length of the blade.  This will give 

the blade a little more friction when in contact with the puck, and make puck-handling a little bit 

easier. 
 

 


